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T 0 all whom it may concern.‘ 
Be it known that I, JAMEs D. KELLER, a 

citizen of the United’ States, and residing at 
Detroit, in the county of l/Vayne and State 
of Michigan7 have invented a new and im 
proved Horse Boot, of which the following 
is a speci?cation. 
This invention relates to means for pro 

tecting the legs of light-harness horses when 
at top speed, and its object is to provide a 
boot which will cover and protect the pas 
tern and fetlock joints and at the same 
time will permit free use of these joints 
without cha?ng. 

In the accompanying drawings, Fig. 1 is 
an inside elevation of part of the right hind 
leg of a horse provided with my improved 
boot. Fig. 2 is a View of this boot opened 
out. Fig. 3 is a section on the line 3—3 of 
Fig. 2. 

Similar reference characters refer to like 
parts throughout the several views. 

This boot is formed of two sections, an 
upper section 1 adapted to be secured to the 
log by means of the ?exible ?aps 2, 3, 41, and 
5, and by the straps 6 and 7 and the buckles 
8. This section is formed with a stiff padded 
shank 9 and a padded bowl-like cap 10 to 
cover the ankle joint. This part of the boot 
is well known and its proportions, particu 
larly the length of the shank 9, may be 
changed by those skilled in this art to fit 
the legs of the particular horse on which the 
boot is to be placed. 
The lower. section of the boot is a- movable 

pad 11 which is quite stiff and is attached 
to a base 12 of ?exible leather to which a 
strap 13 and band 14 of rubber are secured 
by means of which the pad 11 is held in 
place on the pastern. The connection be 
tween the two sections ot the boot consists 
of the two straps 15 and 16, the former con 
necting with a buckle 17 and lying on the 
outside of the flap 5. The other strap 16 
is attached to the lower section and extends 
through a slit 18 in the pad 10 and up be 
tween it and the ?ap 3 to the buckle 19. 
This strap constitutes a ?exible pivot for the 
pad 11 which can move freely with the hoof 
‘and be swung up with the hoof,- coming 
down to proper position when the hoof is 

on the ground and being prevented from 
dropping too far by the strap 15. Should 
this pad be struck by another hoof, the 
?exible band 14; permits it to swing up but 
remain close to the pastern joint which is 
protected thereby. 
The strap 16 may be lengthened to accom 

modate this boot to legs having long pas 
tern joints but the free length of strap be 
tween the slit 18 and the pad 11 is always 
comparatively short so that the front of the 
pad will move up only a short distance, 
even when struck by a front hoof and the 
pastern will therefore always be protected. 
The ?exibility of the connection between the 
two parts of the boot avoids all danger of 
the ankle joint being chafed. 
The lower section of the boot therefore 

protects the upper edge of the hoof and the 
pastern up to the ankle joint whose lower 
portion is also protected thereby. It is 
freely slidably over the lower pad 10 of the 
upper section of the boot without cha?ng 
any part of the leg. 

I claim :— 
1. A horse boot comprising an upper sec 

tion having a pad adapted to cover the 
ankle joint and ?exible means whereby this 
section may be attached to the leg, a lower 
section embodying a pad adapted to cover 
the pastern joint and the lower end of the 
upper pad, and a ?exible connection between 
the two sections comprising a strap having 
a short pivot section adjacent the front of 
the pads and a longer strap supporting the 
rear end of the lower section and permitting 
it to swing upward. 

2. A horse boot comprising an upper sec 
tion having a. pad adapted to cover the 
ankle joint and ?exible means whereby this 
section may be attached to the leg, a lower 
section embodying a pad adapted to cover 
the pastern joint and the lower end of the 
upper pad, and a ?exible connection be 
tween the two sections comprising a strap 
having a short pivot section adjacent the 
front of the pads and a longer strap sup 
porting the rear end of the lower section and 
permitting it to swing upward, and means 
to secure], the lower section to the pastern. 

3. A ‘horse boot comprising an upper sec 
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tion having a pad adapted to cover the ankle short pivot section adjacent the front of the 
joint and flexible means whereby this section pads and a longer strap supporting the rear 
may be attached to the leg, a lower section end of the lower section and permitting it 10 
embodying a‘ pad adapted to cover the pas- to swing upward, the lower section being 
tern joint and the lower end of the upper outside of and overlapping part of the ankle 
pad, and a flexible connection between the joint to protect it. 
two sections comprising a strap having a JAMES D. KELLER. 


